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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

B
A
D
C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following iRule is being used within a persistence profile
on a virtual server. Assuming
the following HTTP requests are made within the same timeout
window, what is the maximum number of persistence records that

will be created iRule: rule Persist_Universal { when
HTTP_REQUEST { persist uie [findstr [HTTP ::uri] "?" 8 3] }
Requests:
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A. 0
B. 1
C. It cannot be determined from the given data.
D. 2
E. 3
F. 4
G. 5
Answer: G

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which option should an administrator use to batch documents for
review?
A. Folders
B. Smart Sampling
C. Tags
D. Automation rules
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: D
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